
Approximation Algorithms for Layered Manufacturing�Pankaj K. Agarwaly Pavan K. DesikanzAbstractAn important problem in layered manufacturing is thechoice of a good build direction, which inuences thequality and the cost of manufacturing the object. Wepresent e�cient algorithms for computing a build di-rection that optimizes the total area of faces that arein contact with supports. For a given convex polytopewith n faces and for a parameter " > 0, we present anO((n="3) polylogn) algorithm that computes a builddirection so that the total area of faces in contact withsupports is at most (1+")A�, where A� is the minimumarea of contact with supports for all build directions.For non-convex polyhedra, we provide evidence thatthe lower bound for any algorithm computing the opti-mal direction might be 
(n4). We also present a fasteralgorithm for some special cases.Our technique for convex polyhedra involves com-puting approximate levels in arrangement of lines withweights. For given parameters !; " > 0, we presentan algorithm that computes a (1 + ")-approximateweighted !-level in an arrangement of n weighted linesin time O((n="3) polylogn).1 IntroductionLayered Manufacturing is the basis for an emergingtechnology called rapid prototyping and manufactur-ing (RP&M). This technology automatically generatesphysical objects layer-by-layer directly from the 3D-CAD data, without conventional manufacturing andtooling processes. This ability to create rapidly a phys-ical version of the model helps in detecting and correct-ing aws in the model in the early stages of the designcycle. This technology, which is used in automotive,aerospace and medical industries, accelerates dramati-cally the time it takes to bring a product to the market[19, 20].In this paper we consider one of the methods forlayered manufacturing called stereolithography. In thismethod for RP&M, the model is generated layer by�Work on this paper was supported by Army Research O�ceMURI grant DAAH04-96-1-0013, by a Sloan fellowship, by NSFgrants EIA{9870724 and CCR{9732787 and by a grant from theU.S.-Israeli Binational Science Foundation.yCenter for Geometric Computing, Department of ComputerScience, Box 90129, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708-0129,USA. E-mail: pankaj@cs.duke.eduzCenter for Geometric Computing, Department of ComputerScience, Box 90129, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708-0129,USA. E-mail: pkd@cs.duke.edu
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Figure 1. The stereolithography apparatus.layer, using a laser [19]. Ideally each new layer shouldrest in its entirety on the previous layer [20]. In realmodels, however, portions of a slice can overhang theprevious slice. Hence additional structures called sup-ports are generated and merged into the model; seeFigure 1. In the postprocessing steps, these supportsare removed. The amount of postprocessing time andthe quality of �nish depend on the area of the modelsurface that is in contact with support. Hence, choos-ing a build direction that minimizes this contact area ofsupport is an important optimization problem in lay-ered manufacturing. The other optimization criteriathat can be considered include minimizing the volumeof support, or the stair-step error which is the error infaces that are not parallel to the build direction becauseof the minimum layer thickness.Previous results: Motivated by these applications,there has been recent work on geometric algorithmsin layered manufacturing [5, 19, 21, 26]. If we wantto build a convex polyhedron P , it can be shown thatthe contact area of support is the sum of the areas ofall the downward facing faces of P . For non-convexpolyhedra, some upward facing facets may also requir-ing supports. For convex polyhedra either the entireface requires support or the face does not require sup-port at all. For non-convex polyhedra it is possiblethat only a part of the face is in contact with sup-ports. For convex polyhedra, Majhi et al. [20] gave anO(n2) algorithm for computing a direction that min-imizes the contact area of support. When the modelis built on one of the faces of the polyhedron P , theygive a close to O(n4=3)-time algorithm for computinga build direction that minimizes the area of support.The problem of minimizing the stair-step error was also



considered by Majhi et al. [20], who reduced the prob-lem to that of computing the convex hull a point set inR3 , and obtained an O(n logn) algorithm for comput-ing the direction that minimizes the maximum stair-step error. They also gave an O(n2)-time algorithm forcomputing a direction that minimizes the sum of stair-step errors. A direction that minimizes the volumeof supports for convex polyhedra can also be found intime O(n2) [20]. Some algorithms for optimizing twoor more of these optimization criteria simultaneouslywere also presented in [21].Our results: All known solutions for computing thebest build direction are quite expensive. In this paper,we develop approximation algorithms for computing abuild direction that minimizes the area of the faces thatare in contact with supports. For a convex polyhedron,given " > 0, we describe a randomized algorithm forcomputing a build direction n, for which the contactarea of support in the direction n is (1 + ") times theminimum contact area of support in any given direc-tion. The expected running time of the algorithm isO((n="3) log3 n).Our algorithm computes levels in an arrangement ofweighted lines (See Section 2 for a precise de�nitionof levels in weighted arrangements). Although muchwork has been done on computing levels of unweightedlines [1, 8, 10, 11, 13, 6, 7, 16], little is known aboutcomputing levels in arrangement of weighted lines. Nosub-quadratic bound is known on the complexity ofa level in an arrangement of n lines with weights onthe plane. In fact an 
(n5=3) bound is known on thecomplexity of the median level in weighted arrange-ments [24]. A recent result by Tamaki et al. [17] showsthat if the weights of all lines are integers between 1and U , then the complexity of a level is O(n(UW )1=3),where W is the total weight of all the lines. An im-portant result of this paper, which is of independentinterest, is an O((n="3) log3 n)expected time algorithmfor computing a (1+")-approximate level, for any given" > 0. See Section 2 for a precise de�nition of an ap-proximate level in an arrangement of weighted lines.For the case of non-convex polyhedron, we show thatthe set of build directions that minimize the sum of theareas of all the faces that are in contact with supportcan have as many as 
(n4) connected components. Weprovide an e�cient algorithms for some special case ofthis problem.The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, wede�ne the levels in weighted arrangements, and presentan algorithm that computes an approximate weightedlevel in an arrangement of lines in the plane. Sec-tion 3 describes a near-linear-ime algorithm for �nd-ing a build direction that approximately minimizes thecontact area of support. Next, in Section 4 we show alower bound for the number of connected componentsin the set of build directions that minimize the sum of

the areas of the faces in contact with supports for anon-convex polyhedron. Finally, in Section 5 we de�nea robust build direction, and proceed to describe analgorithm that computes a robust build direction for anon-convex polyhedron.2 Levels in ArrangementsLet L = f`1; `2; : : : `ng be a collection of n non-verticallines in R2 . The arrangement A(L) of L is the subdivi-sion of R2 induced by the lines in L. The level of a pointp 2 R2 with respect to A(L) is the number of lines inL that lie strictly below p. The level of all points on anedge of A(L) remains the same. The k-level of A(L) isthe closure of all the edges of A(L) whose points havelevel k with respect to L. The k-level of any arrange-ment is an x-monotone polygonal chain; see Figure 2.There has been much work on the levels of line arrange-ments. However, the problem of computing the worstcase complexity (number of edges) of a k-level in anarrangement of lines on the plane is still open. Thebest known upper bound is O(nk1=3) by Dey [11], andthe best known lower bound is n2
(plog k) by Toth [28],which is a recent improvement over a long time lowerbound of 
(n log k) [14].There are several algorithms for computing the k-level in an arrangement of lines. Edelsbrunner andWelzl [13] gave an algorithm for computing the k-level of in an arrangement of lines on the plane, whichwas later slightly improved by Cole et al. [10] toO(n logn + b log2 k) running time, where b is the ac-tual complexity of the k-level. A recent result byChan [6] improves this bound to O(n logn+b log1+� n)for any � > 0. Har-Peled used a di�erent techniqueto obtain an O((n + b)�(n) logn) expected time al-gorithm for the same problem, where �(n) is the in-verse Ackermann function. Agarwal et al. [1] gave arandomized algorithm for computing the k-level in ex-pected time O(nk1=3 + n logn). A recent analysis byChan [7] shows that the running time of this algorithmis O((n + b)�2(n) logn). The problem of computingapproximate levels in arrangement of lines have alsobeen considered by Matousek [22, 23].In many applications, a positive weight function w :L ! R+ is associated with L. In this case we cangeneralize the de�nition of level as follows. For a subsetR of L, let w(R) =P`2L w(`). For a point p 2 R2 , wede�ne the lower level, lw(p) (resp., upper level, uw(p)),to be the sum of weights of lines that lie strictly belowp (resp., that do not lie above p). If p does not lie on anyline ` 2 L, then lw(p) = uw(p); if p lies on a line ` 2 L,then uw(p) = lw(p)+w(`). All the points on the sameedge e of A(L) have the same lower and upper levels,which we denote by lw(e) and uw(e) respectively.For a given ! 2 R+ , the !-level in the weightedarrangement A(L) is the closure of the set of edges eof A(L) such that lw(e) � ! < uw(e). The !-level
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Figure 2. (i) 2-level in arrangement of (i) unweighted lines and (ii)weighted lines.of a line arrangement is also an x-monotone polygonalchain, but unlike a level in an unweighted arrangement,it may not bend at every vertex it passes through; seeFigure 2(ii). If w(`) = 1, for every ` 2 L, then thede�nition of a !-level is identical to the one in theunweighted case. A level in a weighted arrangementcan have 
(n2) vertices; see Figure 3. We de�ne a(� !)-level to be the closure of the set of all the edgese of A(L) such that uw(e) < !.For a !-level �, we de�ne the complexity of �, de-noted by j�j, to be the number of vertices at which� bends, i.e., the vertices at which � switches fromone line to another. As mentioned in the introduc-tion, there exists a set of n lines and a weight functionw : L ! R+ so that the complexity of the medianlevel in A(L) is 
(n5=3) [24]. No subquadratic upperbound is known on the complexity of a level in weightedarrangements. We can extend the algorithms for com-puting a level in unweighted arrangements to computea level in weighted arrangements whose running timeis proportional to the number of vertices in the levelbeing computed. For example, Har-Peled's algorithmcan compute a level � in a weighted arrangement in ex-pected time O((n+b) log n�(n)), where b is the numberof vertices on � (including those at which � does notbend). Hence we have the following.Lemma 2.1 Let L be a set of n lines in R2 , w : L !R+ a weight function on L, and value ! � 0 a realnumber. Then the !-level � in A(L) can be computedin expected time O((n + b)�(n) logn), where b is thenumber of vertices on the !-level.Since the complexity of a level can be quite large,we consider the problem of computing an approximatelevel in a weighted arrangement. For a given !, 0 �! � w(L), and a parameter " > 0, we de�ne a (1 +")-approximate !-level to be an x-monotone polygonalpath � that lies between the (1 � ")!-level and the(1 + ")!-level of A(L). We will be mostly consideringapproximate levels formed by the edges of A(L). Ifan edge e of A(L) lies on �, then there exists an � 2[lw(e); uw(e)) such that (1 � ")! � � � (1 + ")!. Wede�ne the complexity of �, denoted by j�j, to be thecorners of �. If � consists of the edges of A(L), thenj�j is the number of vertices of A(L) at which � bends.The problem of computing approximate weighted

levels was not previously considered. In this section,we give an O((n="3) log3 n) expected time algorithmfor computing the approximate !-level in an arrange-ment of lines with weights.2.1 Computing approximate levelsThe weights assigned to the lines can be arbitrary. Inthis subsection we show that for computing approx-imate levels we can assume that the weights do notdi�er by a large factor. Let the maximum and min-imum weights among all the lines in L be wmax andwmin respectively. The following lemma suggests thatwe can assume wmax=wmin � 4n=".Lemma 2.2 Suppose there is an algorithm that, forany " > 0, computes in expected time T (n; ") a (1+ ")-approximate w-level in an arrangement of n weightedlines provided that wmax=wmin � 4n=". Let L be a setof n lines, and let w : L ! R+ be an arbitrary weightfunction. For a given ! > 0, we can compute a (1+")-approximate !-level in A(L) in time T (n; "=2).Proof: Discard all the lines ` 2 L with w(`) < !"=2n.For all the lines ` with w(`) > 2!, set w(`) = 2!. Weare left with a set of n lines such that wmax=wmin <4n=". Hence, we can compute a (1+ "=2)-approximate!-level in this arrangement in time T (n; "=2). The totalweight of all the discarded lines is less than n(!"=2n) =!"=2. Hence, the level that we have computed is a(1 + ")-approximate !-level. 2In view of the above lemma, we assume that we havea set L of n lines in R2and a weight function w : L !R+ such that 1 � w(`) � 4n=" for all ` 2 L. We�rst describe an algorithm for computing a (1 + ")-approximate !-level under the assumption 1 � w(`) �2 for all ` 2 L, and then extend it to the general case.2.2 Lines with almost equal weightsIn this subsection we assume that 1 � w(`) � 2. Fora given 0 � w � w(L) and an " > 0, we show thata (1 + ")-approximate w-level can be computed in ex-pected time O((n=")�(n) log n). Since all the weightsare between 1 and 2, the following lemma is obvious.Lemma 2.3 For any ! < w(L) � 2, the !-level andthe (! + 2)-level of A(L) are edge disjoint.
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Figure 3. Diagonal lines have weight n and horizontal lines have weight 1. The thick polygonal chain is the (n2 + n � 1)-level,which has 
(n2) vertices.Using the results of Clarkson and Shor [9] (see alsoAlon and Gy}ori [3]), we can prove the following.Lemma 2.4 Let L be a set of n lines such that 1 �w(`) � 2 for all ` 2 L. For any real value ! < w(L),the complexity of the (� !)-level in A(L) is O(n d!e).The main result of this subsection is the followinglemma.Lemma 2.5 Let L be a set of n lines in R2with anassociated weight function. Given an " > 0 and 0 �w < w(L), there exists a level w such that the followingthree conditions hold: (i) jw � wj � "w; (ii) eitherw = w, or w is an integer; and (iii) the complexity ofthe w-level in A(L) is O(n=").Proof: If w � 3=", set w = w. By Lemma 2.4, thecomplexity of the w-level is O(n dwe) = O(n="). So wecan assume that "w > 3. In this case we choose w tobe a random integer in the interval [(1�")w; (1+")w].By Lemma 2.3 the levels i and (i+2) are edge disjoint.Since the complexity of the �(1 + ")w-level is O(nw),the expected complexity of the w-level is O(nw=(2"w�2)) = O(n="). This completes the proof of the lemma.2 Using the algorithm of Lemma 2.1, we compute arandom x-monotone chain that lies between the (1 �")!-level and the (1 + ")!-level. By Lemma 2.5, thishas expected complexity O(n="), and can be computedin time O((n=")�(n) log(n)) expected time. Hence, wehave the following.Theorem 2.6 Given a set L of n lines, a weight func-tion w : L ! R+ such that 1 � w(`) � 2 for all ` 2 L,two real numbers !; " > 0, we can compute a (1 + ")-approximate !-level of complexity O(n=") in expectedtime O((n=")�(n) logn).2.3 Lines with large weightsIn this subsection, we assume that 1 � w(`) � 4n="for all ` 2 L. We propose a randomized algorithm forcomputing a (1+ ")-approximate level whose expectedrunning time is O((n="3) log3 n). This result combined

with the observations of Lemma 2.2 gives us an algo-rithm that computes a (1 + ")-approximate level in anarrangement of lines with arbitrary weights.Lemma 2.7 Given a set L of n lines in R2 , a weightfunction w : L ! R+ such that 1 � w(`) � 4n=",a real value 0 � w � w(L), and a parameter " > 0,there exists a weighted w-level �, in A(L) such that (i)jw � wj � "w and (ii) j�j = O((n="3) log3 n).Proof: Set � = 4n=", and � = "=4. Partition linesof L into buckets Li such that a line ` is in bucketLi if and only if 2i�1 � w(`) < 2i. The number ofnon-empty buckets is at most dlog2 �e; set ni = jLij.Let ki0 = 0 and kij = 2i�1(1 + �)j�1. For eachbucket Li compute the 0-level �i0 and a (1 + �=4)-approximate kij -level �ij of Li, for 1 � j � �log1+� ni�.By Theorem 2.6, j�ij j = O(ni=�) and �ij can be com-puted in expected time O((ni=�)�(n) logn). Set�i = f�ij j 0 � j � �log1+� ni�g:For a point p 2 R2 , de�ne ui(p) to be ki(j+1) if �ij 2 �iis the polygonal chain lying immediately below p. Ifp lies on or below �i0, then ui(p) = 0. Set u(p) =Pdlog2 �ei=1 ui(p). It can be shown that (1 � ")lw(p) �u(p) � (1 + ")uw(p) with respect to A(L).Let � = Si �i, and let A(�) be the arrangement ofall the chains in �. Since all the polygonal chains arex-monotone, �ij and �i0j0 intersect in O(j�ij j+ j�i0j0 j)points. Hence A(�) has O((n=�) log2 � log2� �) =O((n=�3) log3 n) vertices. The weight u(p) of all pointsp on an edge e of A(�) is the same, which we denoteby u(e).For a given ! 2 R+ , we compute the (1 + ")-approximate !-level (w.r.t L) as follows. Let e1; : : : ekbe the set of edges in A(�) such that lu(ei) � ! anduw(ei) > !; e1; : : : ; ek form a polygonal chain �. Wereturn the polygonal line �, which is a (1+ ") approx-imate !-level. 2By Theorem 2.6, each �ij can be computed inexpected time O((ni=")�(ni) logni) time. There-fore the total time spent in computing �i isO((ni=")�(n) logn log1+� �) = O((ni="2)�(n) log2 n).Summing over all i, and noting that �ij and �i0j0 inter-sect in O(j�ij j + j�i0j0 j) points, we can compute A(�)



in expected time O((n="3) log3 n). We �nally computethe approximate level by performing a graph search inthe 1-skeleton of A(�). Hence we have the following.Theorem 2.8 Given a set L of n lines in R2 , a weightfunction w : L ! R+ such that 1 � w(`) � 4n=", areal value 0 � ! � w(L), and a paramater " > 0,we can compute a (1 + ")-approximate !-level � inA(L) in expected time O((n="3) log3 n), such that j�j =O((n="3) log3 n).Actually, we obtain the following more general resultfrom A(L):Theorem 2.9 Given a set L of n lines in R2 , a weightfunction w : L ! R+ such that 1 � w(`) � 4n=",and a paramater " > 0, we can preprocess L inO((n="3) log3 n) expected time so that for a query pointp, we can compute in O(log n) time a real value �(p),where (1� ")lw(p) � �(p) � (1 + ")lw(p). The prepro-cessing time can be reduced to O((n="2) log2 n) if weallow the query time to be O(log2 n).2.4 Levels in arrangement of halfplanesThe notion of levels can be extended to a more generalsetting, which will be useful for our application. Givena family � of closed subsets of R2 (also called ranges),and a weight function w : �! R+ , de�ne the level of apoint p, denoted by �(p), to bePi2int();2�w() [27].We call a real value � a (1 + ")-approximate level ofp if j� � �(p)j � "�(p). Here we consider the case inwhich ranges are half planes. Note that the level in anarrangement of halfplanes can have 
(n2) complexityeven if the weight of each halfplane is 1; see Figure 4.However, Theorem 2.8 can be modi�ed to construct a(1 + ")-approximate level in O(n polylogn) time, evenfor halfplanes.
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(n2) complexity.We �rst note that Lemma 2.2 is true for levels in anarrangement of halfplanes as well. Hence, we assumethat wmax=wmin � 4n=".Let �+ (resp., ��) be the set of halfplanes in � thatface upwards (resp., downwards), i.e., the points in thehalfplane lie above (resp., below) the line bounding thehalfplane of �+ (resp., ��). Let L+ and L� be the setof lines bounding �+ and �� respectively. A level of apoint p in A(�+) is the same as the level of the point inA(L+), and the level of a point in A(��) is the same as

�S2+Figure 5. Central Projection.the level of a point in A(L�) if we reverse the directionof the positive y-axis. If the level of a point p in A(�) isw, there exists a w1 � 0, such that the level p in A(�+)and A(��) are w1 and w�w1 respectively. Using thisobservation, we can extend Theorem 2.8 as follows.Theorem 2.10 Given a collection � of n halfplanesin R2 , a weight function w : � ! R+ , a realvalue 0 � w � w(�), and a parameter " > 0,a (1 + ")-approximate w-level can be computed inO((n="3) log3 n) time. We can also preprocess � inO((n="2) log2 n) time into a data structure so that the(1 + ")-approximate level of a query point can be com-puted in O(log2 n) time.3 Minimizing Contact Area of Sup-ports for a Convex PolytopeLet P be a convex polytope with n faces, and let S2 bethe sphere of directions in R3 . For a face f of P , letnf be the outward normal of f . For a given directionn, a face f is a back face if nf �n < 0. The set of direc-tions for which f is a back face is the open hemispherehf : nf � x < 0, x 2 S2. The great circle boundingthe hemisphere hf lies on the plane normal to nf andpassing through origin (i.e., nf � x = 0).Let H = fhf � S2 j f is a face of Pg be a set of nhemispheres. For each hf 2 H , we de�ne the weightw(hf ) to be the area of the face f . If we build Pin the direction n using layered manufacturing, thenthe face f needs support if and only if f is a backface in the direction n. Let �(n) denote the total areaof all the faces that are in contact with supports forthe build direction n. Thus for a convex polyhedron,�(n) =Pw(h); h 2 H . Hence, the problem of �ndinga direction n that minimizes the total area of supportis the same as the problem of �nding a direction n 2 S2so that �(n) is minimized.Without loss of generality we will assume that noneof the great circles bounding hf is parallel to the xy-plane. Let S2+ be the portion the sphere S2 that liesabove the plane z = 0, andH+ = fh+f = hf \ S2+ j hf 2 Hg:Let � be the plane z = 1, and let � : H+ ! � be thecentral projection [25], i.e., for a point p 2 S2, �(p) isthe intersection point of the ray �!op with the plane �;� is a surjective map; see Figure 5.



For a face f 2 P , let f = f�(p) j p 2 h+f g be thehalfplane lying in �, which is the central projection ofh+f . Let � = ff j f 2 Pg be the resulting collec-tion of halfplanes, and let w : � ! R+ be the weightfunction where w(f ) = w(hf ). For a point p 2 �, let�(p) = Pp2;2�w(). Note that for a point q 2 S2+,�(�(q)) = P�(q)2f ;f2� w(f ). Therefore, the prob-lem of �nding a direction n+ 2 H+ that minimizes thecontact area of support is equivalent to �nding a pointp 2 � that has the minimum weight. We can use a sim-ilar procedure to compute a direction n� of minimumsupport area in S2�. Between n+ and n�, we choosethe one for which the contact area is smaller. UsingTheorem 2.10, we can compute n+ in O((n="3) log3 n)time. Hence, we obtain the following.Theorem 3.1 Let P be a convex polytope in R3 withn faces, and let " > 0 be a parameter. We can computein expected time O((n="3) log3 n) a build direction forwhich the contact area of the support material is atmost (1 + ")!�. Here !� is the minimum contact arearequired for building P in any direction.Majhi et al. [20] consider the problem of computinga build direction that minimizes the contact area withsupports under the condition that P rests on one ofthe faces. The problem reduces to computing �(nf )for every face f 2 P . They gave an O(n4=3 polylogn)-time algorithm for this problem. Using Theorem 2.10,we can preprocess P in O((n="2) log2 n) time into adata structure so that a (1+ ")-approximation of �(n)can be computed in O(log2 n) time. Hence, we obtainthe following result.Theorem 3.2 Let P be a convex polytope in R3 withn faces, and let " > 0 be a parameter. We can com-pute in expected time O((n="2) log2 n) a face f of P onwhich P rests for which the contact area of support isat most (1 + ")!�. Here !� is the minimum contactarea required for building P on any face.The time required to build P is proportional tothe number of layers required to construct P . Hence,among all the directions that minimize the contact areaof support we might want to minimize the number oflayers. The number of layers required in the directionn is proportional to the distance �(n) between the twoparallel planes that are normal to n and that supportP . By a slight modi�cation of Theorem 3.1 we cancompute the set of all directions for which the contactarea of support is less than (1 + ")!�. Using this inconjunction with the algorithm of Duncan et al. [12]for computing the approximate width, we obtain thefollowing result.Theorem 3.3 Given a convex polytope P and two pa-rameters A; " > 0, we can compute a build direction

n such that the area of the faces in contact with sup-port is less than (1 + ")A and the number of layers isless than (1 + ")l� in expected time O((n="3) log3 n),where l� is the minimum number of layers required forall build directions that have the area of contact withsupports less than (1 + ")A.4 Lower Bound for Non Convex Poly-hedra
nFigure 6. A nonconvex polyhedron with front face requiringsupport.In this section we consider the problem of build-ing nonconvex polyhedra using layered manufacturing.Unlike for convex polyhedra, a front face of a noncon-vex polyhedra may lie below another face for a givenbuild direction. Therefore, not only the back faces re-quire support, but some of the front faces may alsorequire support (see Figure 6). We thus have the fol-lowing problem: Given a nonconvex polyhedron P ; �nda direction so that the total area of the faces that needsupport is minimized. (Note that even though only aportion of a front face may be occluded, we assumethat the whole face is supported.) We will show thatdeveloping an o(n4) algorithm for this problem may behard.

Figure 7. The three main families.Let �(P) be the set of directions for which the totalarea of the faces that need support is minimum. Wewill construct a polyhedron with O(n) faces for which�(P) has 
(n4) connected components. Therefore,any algorithm that checks all the connected compo-nents will have 
(n4) running time in the worst case.This problem is related to the so-called k-sum hardproblem.1 In the rest of this section, we describe a1A problem is called k-sum hard if it can be reduced to thefollowing problem in o(ndk=2e) time [15]: Given a set S of nintegers, is the sum of any k items in S equal to 0?



construction of the polyhedron P and prove the lowerbound on �(P).4.1 Basic ideaWe �rst describe the \main" faces of P that generate
(n4) components of �(P). For simplicity we allowthe faces of P to be line segments or points. Later wewill connect these faces together and remove the de-generacies. The polyhedron P consists of three \main"family of faces. The �rst family is a set L1 of n linesegments parallel to the y-axis and on the plane z = 2.The endpoints of the ith segment are (i=n;�4; 2) and(i=n; 4; 2) for 1 � i � n. The second family is a set L2of n line segments parallel to the x-axis and lying onthe plane z = 1. The endpoints of the jth segment inL2 are (�4; j=n; 1) and (4; j=n; 1) for 1 � j � n. Thethird family is a set P = fp1; p2; : : : ; png of n pointson the plane z = 0. The coordinates of the point pi are(i=(2n2); i=(2n2); 0); i.e., the points in P lie on the liney = x in the xy-plane; see Figure 7.Later we will replace each point in P by a triangle ofarea 1=(2n2), and the lines in L1 and L2 by skinny tri-angles with area less than 1=n8. So only P will have anon-zero area, and any point (or triangle) in P will notneed support for any direction in �(P). We will showthat the set of directions in S2 for which no point of Pneeds support because of L1[L2 consists of 
(n4) com-ponents. These components will remain disconnectedeven after we connect the three families together toform a polyhedron. We will now prove a bound on thenumber of connected components of this set.4.2 Lower boundA point p will need support because of line segment ` inthe build direction n if the ray p+ tn, t � 0, intersects`. For a point p and a segment `, let C(p; `) denote theset of directions on S2 for which the point p requiressupport because of the segment `. C(p; `) is a portionof a great semicircle; the great circle containing C(p; `)is the intersection of S2 with the plane passing throughthe origin and parallel to the plane containing both pand ` (See Figure 8(i)). Set C1 = fC(p; ` j p 2 P; ` 2L1g and C2 = fC(p; ` j p 2 P; ` 2 L2g.Let � � S2 be the spherical cap of angular opening�=3 centered at the north pole of S2. We will showthat �(P) has 
(n4) connected components inside �.It can be checked that, for all p 2 P , ` 2 L1 [ L2,C(p; `) intersects �, and that its endpoints lie outside�. The following lemma is easy to observe.Lemma 4.1 Let ` be a line parallel to the y-axis. Thenfor any point p 2 R3 , C(p; `) is a great semicircle whoseendpoints are (0;�1; 0)The above lemma implies that for any two pointsp; p0 2 R3 and two lines `; `0 parallel to the y-axis, if

Figure 8. (i)C(p; `) for a point and n lines; (ii) C(p; `) for npoints and n lines; (iii) C(tp; `) for triangles and lines.C(p; l) and C(p0; `0) are distinct, then their only inter-section points are (0;�1; 0). The preceding discussionimplies the following:Lemma 4.2 Let p = (px; py; 0) and p0 = (p0x; p0y; 0)be two points on the xy-plane, and let ` : x = i, and`0 : x = i0 be two lines parallel to the y axis lying onthe same horizontal plane. Then C(p; `) = C(p0; `0) ifand only if i� px = i0 � p0x.Similar properties can also be proved for lines paral-lel to x-axis. The choice of the parameters for P andfor L1 and L2 imply that all the arcs in C1 and C2 aredistinct. Moreover, the following lemma, whose proofis omitted from here, implies that all pairs of arcs inC1 � C2 intersect inside the cap �.Lemma 4.3 For any two pairs, (p; `1) 2 P � L1 and(p0; `2) 2 P �L2, the arcs C(p; `1) and the arc C(p0; `2)intersect inside the spherical cap �.Hence, we have an n2�n2 grid of circular arcs withinthe spherical cap �; see Figure 8(ii). This shows thatthe set of directions for which no point in P is ob-structed by a line of L1[L2 can have 
(n4) connectedcomponents. Next we show how to form a polyhedronout of P , L1, and L2 and argue that �(P) has 
(n4)connected components even after the last step.4.3 Constructing the polyhedronWe construct the polyhedron in two stages. In the �rststage we replace each point p 2 P with a triangle � , andthen connect all the parts to construct the polyhedron.Replace each point p 2 P with an equilateral triangle�p of side length 1=(8n2) such that p is the center of �p.Let T be the set of resulting triangles. For a triangle�p and a line ` 2 L1 [ L2, de�ne C(�p; `) to be theset of directions in S2 such that the triangle �p willrequire support because of the line `. We can provethe following lemma.Lemma 4.4 The set of directions for which none ofthe triangles �p, p 2 P need support due to the lines inL1 [ L2 has 
(n4) connected components.For constructing the polyhedron from L1, L2 andT , we attach the line segments in the set L1 with an-other line segment whose endpoints are (�4;�4; 2) and(�4; 4; 2). Similarly we attach the line segments in L2by adding a new segment with endpoints (�4;�4; 1),



and (4;�4; 1). We now join the two points (�4;�4; 2)and (�4;�4; 1) and extend it till z = �1, thus having asegment with end points (�4;�4; 2) and (�4;�4;�1).We add another segment along the line y = x in theplane z = �1, and erect thin pillars from this seg-ment which support the triangles �p. By appropriatelyexpanding each segment to a very thin rectangle (sayof area < 1=n8), we can ensure that the same set ofnew faces need support for all directions within thespherical cap �. Hence, each connected componentmentioned in the previous section is still a connectedcomponent. Omitting all the details, we obtain thefollowing.Theorem 4.5 There exists a polyhedron P in R3 withn faces for which �(P) has 
(n4) connected compo-nents.5 Minimizing Support for Non-convexPolyhedraAs shown in the previous section, the problem of mini-mizing the contact area of supports seems to be a ratherdi�cult problem for nonconvex polyhedra. Therefore,we consider interesting variants of the problem, whichare relevant for some real practical models on noncon-vex polyhedron. In this section, we �rst present ane�cient algorithm for determining area of contact sup-port. Next we consider the problem of a \robust" builddirection.5.1 Computing the Contact AreaLet P be a non-convex polyhedron with n faces and na build direction. Recall that �(n) denotes the totalarea of all the faces that are in contact with supportfor the build direction n. In this subsection, we givealgorithms for computing �(n) for a given direction nand polyhedron P .An e�cient algorithm. We �rst determine in O(n)time all the back faces and compute their area. Let �be the set of front faces of P in the direction n. A facef needs support if another triangle of � is occluding apoint in f . The problem thus reduces to determiningthe subset of triangles in � that are partially or totallyoccluded. Without loss of generality, assume that n isthe (+z)-direction. A triangle f 2 � is partially oc-cluded if at least one of the following conditions holds:(i) A vertical ray emanating from a vertex of f inter-sects another triangle of �.(ii) For an edge e 2 f , the curtaine = f(x; y)� [z;1) j (x; y; z) 2 egintersects the edge of another face in �.

(iii) The interior of the semi-in�nite vertical prismf = f(x; y)� [z;1) j (x; y; z) 2 fgcontains a vertex of a face in �.Agarwal andMatousek [2] have shown that a set ofmtriangles in R3 can be preprocessed in O(m4=3 logcm)time so that a vertical ray shooting or a curtain querycan be answered in time O(m1=3 logcm). Given a set ofm points in R3 , one can combine the two-dimensionalsimplex range searching data structure (using parti-tion trees) with a three-dimensional half plane rangereporting data structure in time O(m4=3 logcm) so thata query of type (iii) can be answered O(m1=3 logcm)time. Hence, after O(n4=3 logc n) preprocessing, we candetermine in O(n4=3 logc n) time whether a triangle of� is partially occluded. We thus obtain the followingresult.Theorem 5.1 Given a non-convex polyhedron P anda build direction n, we can determine in O(n4=3 logc n)time, for some constant c > 0, the area of faces thatneed support.A simpler algorithm. We next describe a simpleralgorithm for computing �(n). In the worst case, itsrunning time is quadratic, but in practice it will bemuch smaller.For a direction n, an edge e of the polyhedron P iscalled a contour edge if it is adjacent to both a frontface and a back face of P . In the worst case thereare 
(n) contour edges, but for a typical CAD modelthe number of contour edges is small compared to thetotal number of edges in the polyhedron [4, 18]. Forexample, Kettner and Welzl [18] show that for con-vex approximation of spheres, the expected number ofcontour edges for a random viewing direction is onlyO(pn).We again assume that n is the (+z)-direction. Let Cbe the collection of all contour edges. They form dis-joint cycles. The cycles partition the front faces of thepolyhedron into connected regions possibly with holes,called contour regions. Consider the projection of thecontour cycles and of the regions on the xy-plane. Foreach face  of the arrangement, identify the contour re-gion that lies on the top, and �nd the set P of faces ofP in this contour region whose projections lie entirelyinside  . The faces in P do not need support. Repeat-ing this for all the faces of the arrangement of contouredges, we can compute the faces of P that do not needsupport. After having computed the arrangement, theidenti�cation of the faces can be done in O(n) time bytraversing @P . If k is the number of contour edges andI � �k2� is the number of intersection points of the pro-jections of the contour edges, then the total runningtime of this algorithm is O(kn logn + In + n). Hencewe have the following.



Theorem 5.2 Given a nonconvex polyhedron P anda direction n, we can compute �(n) in time O(n +kn logn+ In), where kn is the number of contour edgesof P and In is the number of intersection points in theprojections of the contour edges on a plane orthogonalto n.5.2 Finding a robust directionFor a direction n, let D(n; �) denote the spherical capof angular opening �, centered at n. We call a direction�-robust if for all directions in D(n; �), the set of facesthat need support is the same as for n. Let A(�) bethe minimum area of contact needed for any �-robustdirection.Partition S2 into a grid Q of latitudes and longitudesso that the diameter of each grid cell is at most 2�.Let N be the set of directions corresponding to thecenters of the grid cells in Q. It is easily seen thatminn2N�(n) � A(�). By Theorem 5.1 we can compute�(n) in time O(n4=3 logc n) time. Hence, we obtain thefollowing.Corollary 5.3 Given a nonconvex polyhedron P withn vertices and a parameter � > 0, we can compute intime O((n4=3=�2) logc n) a build direction n such that�(n) � A(�).A problem with this approach is that the directionn computed might not be �-robust. If we want to com-pute a �-robust direction, we proceed as follows.Let N 0 � N be the subset of directions n suchthat for all directions in the grid cell of Q centeredat n 2 N 0, the same set of faces of P need sup-port. We �rst compute N 0 � N and then compute�� = minn2N 0�(n) using Theorem 5.1. We note thatif a direction n is 4�-robust then D(n; 4�) contains agrid cell of Q whose center is �-robust. Therefore wehave that �� � A(4�). We now describe the procedureto compute N 0.Consider a face f of the polyhedron P . Let C(f) bethe set of directions on S2 for which the face f will re-quire support. The set C(f) is composed of two parts| the �rst part corresponds to the the set of direc-tions for which f is a back face, which is a hemisphere.The second part consists of a set of directions for whichthe face f is occluded by another face of P . This sec-ond part is the union of O(n) spherical polygons, eachcomposed of O(1) great-circle arcs. It thus su�ces tocheck which of the grid cells do not intersect @C(f) forall f 2 P , and we choose the cell for which the area ofcontact is minimum.Suppose j@C(f)j = mf . We can preprocess @C(f)using O(mf logmf ) space, so that we can determine inO(log n) time whether a grid cell � intersects @C(f).We repeat the above procedure for all the cells of Q.Let K be the total time spent in computing N 0. In theworst case, K = O(n3 + (n=�2) logn) but in practice
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